Academic exhibition, Universiti Malaysia Sabah or “Roadshow UMS 2011” received a good response from the visitors who wish to further their study to the next level. School of Medicine did not miss to participate in the exhibition for this time. It was held on 1st and 2nd April 2011 at Level 4, Palm Square – Centre Point, Kota Kinabalu.

The roadshow was tone up by the KKFM crew and lots of souvenirs were given at each booth to the visitors. The closing ceremony was officiated by the Vice Chancellor UMS, Y.Bhg Brig. Jen. Prof Datuk Seri Panglima Dr Kamaruzaman Haji Ampon accompanied by Y. Bhg Prof Dr Amran bin Ahmed, Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic and International. This two days academic exhibition ended at 6.00pm and it helped in exposing visitors about the advantages in furthering study as well as to promote the local university to the foreigners.